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Abstract—Character education in early childhood needs to
be developed and identified so that the development of these
values is appropriate to the early childhood development stage.
This study aims to identify the character values that will be
developed in early childhood education. The formulation of the
problem in this research is what character values are developed
in early childhood learning. The type of research is qualitative
with data collection technique by observation and interview. Data
were collected through teacher respondents on early childhood
residing in Padang. The results showed that there are five
different aspects of character developed in early childhood
education that is, religious character, social character, personal
value, caring character and environmental character.
Keywords—character values; religious; social; individual;
personal; environment care, love the Fatherland.
I.

Introduction

This study aims to identify the character values that should
be developed in early childhood. Education is a way of
developing the potential possessed by humans. Education
becomes a medium for the glorification of human beings with
the development of capabilities possessed by humans, the
more reflected the human glory and the essence of humanity.
Education is very important in the process of developing
various potentials owned by humans. [1]
Character education is the real education through the
understanding of concepts, applications and reflections and the
regulation of the nature of self as intelligent and autonomous
human capable of doing the best for themselves [2]. Character
education is an important aspect that should be developed in
the pattern of early childhood education. Early childhood
education at the age of 4 to 6 years is a golden period so it
should be the attention of all parties to develop the values of
these characters. To optimize the values of characters
developed it is necessary to identify the values of positive
characters in accordance with the stages of development in
early childhood education. The identification of these
character values is obtained through observation and
interviews conducted on a number of early childhood
education teachers and early childhood education experts who
find an indicator of ownership of character values in early
childhood education.

Early children have different characteristics than adults,
because early childhood grows and develops in many different
ways. Kartini (1990: 109) explains that early childhood has
characteristics 1) is naive egocentric, 2) has social relations
with objects and humans are simple and primitive, 3) there is a
physical and spiritual unity that is almost inseparable as one
totality, 4) the physiognomic attitude of life, that is, the child
directly gives the attributes / outer nature or material to each
of his / her life. [3]
Other opinions about the characteristics of early childhood are
presented by Hartati (2005: 8-9) as follows: 1) have great
curiosity, 2) is unique, 3) likes to fantasize and imagine, 4)
potential time to learn, 5 ) have egocentric attitudes, 6) have a
short concentration of vulnerable, 7) are part of a social being.
Based on the characteristics that have been submitted it can be
seen that children aged 5-6 years (group B), they can perform
coordinated movements, language development is good and
able to interact socially. This age is also a sensitive time for
children to learn the language. With good movement
coordination the child is able to move the hands to realize his
imagination into the form of drawing, so the use of children's
drawings can help improve children's speech. [4] [5]
In the context of early childhood learning that has been done
in a number of schools rarely use video as one of the tools in
implementing learning.
II.

METHOD

The research method is qualitative descriptive. Data collected
through observation and interviews conducted on the
respondents namely teachers of early childhood education in
the city of Padang. Respondents were taken by purposive
sampling is some Early Childhood Education institutions
located in North Padang Sub district which is UNP assisted
institution. Data were analyzed using Miles and Huberman
analysis technique
III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Education is one effective way in shaping the character of
learners, and then it is natural implementation of our education
in school in particular, has the essence of value education
related to the education of the characters of students.
Kemendiknas argued that the implementation of character
education is done through three stages, namely knowledge
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(knowing), implementation (acting), and habits (habit).
[6][7][8].
Based on interviews conducted with a number of teachers can
be identified aspects of character values developed divided
into five categories namely
1. Religious Character
The value of the religious character is the character associated
with love and piety to God Almighty. The indicators of
religious character values are:

Character
Tolerance

Indicator
a. Students work with friends.
b. Students want to share food or toys with
friends.
c. Students do not like to make noise or disturb
friends
d. Nice to be friends with anyone
e. Always greeted when met
a. Students listen to others talk
b. Students do not mock others
c. Students can do good habits
d. Can be patient waiting to talk
e. Can do the habit of saying hello when
meeting or separating
a.
Students love working with friends
b. Students love helping, and helping friends
c. Glad to give support to friends who working
d. Can show empathy to others
e. Like to calm a friend who feels sad or scared

Politeness

Cooperation

2. Individual Personal Character
Individual or personal characters are the character values
associated with the individual or personal development of the
student in order to become a formidable individual.
Character
Confidence

Independent

Creative

Responsibility

Work hard

Humble

Leadership

Indicator
a.
Students work with friends.
b.
Students want to share food or toys with friends.
c.
Students do not like to make noise or disturb friends
d.
Nice to be friends with anyone
e.
Always greeted when met
a.
Students put down his bag and take care of his own
luggage.
b.
Students can choose their own toys
c.
Students picks up his own toys
d.
Students prepares his own prayer device
e.
Students cleans up his own room
a.
Students love to make something from the material
around it
b.
Have different ways of utilizing tools and play
materials
c.
Students trying new game
d.
Students is working on something new
e.
Students solve their own problems
a.
Tidied equipment / toys that have been used
b.
Keep his own belongings
c.
Also take care of school toys
d.
Glad to run the task given by parents or teachers
e.
Maintain the property of others and the public
a.
Students focus on the game they face
b.
Students trying to overcome the difficulties he faces
without or with little help
c.
Students love to successfully complete the task well
d.
Students trying to complete the task until completed
a.
Happy to be friends with everyone
b.
Students speak politely
c.
Students share toys with friends
d.
Students will listen to the teacher's instructions.
e.
Students does not make fun of his friend
a.
Able to lead peers
b.
Students becomes a prayer imam
c.
Students becomes group leader
d.
Students helps his friend

3. Social Character
The social character is the character associated with the
ownership of social values for learners.

4. Character Caring for the Environment
Character of environmental care is character related to child
concern to environment which is realized with activity which
keep and keep environment to remain beautiful and not
damage it.
Character
Environmental
Care

Indicator
a. Students throw garbage into trash
b. Students watering the plants
c. Students help plant crops and care for
them
d. Keep the learning environment from dirt

5. Character of Love Country
Character of love of the homeland is the embodiment of the
character values that indicate the love of the students to the
homeland and nation. The indicators are as follows:
Character
Love
Motherland

of

Indicator
a. Sing the mandatory national anthem
b. Know and understand the symbol of the
country (garuda, flag, president, etc.)
c. Students follows the flag ceremony
d. Students make friends with all their
friends by not distinguish between tribe
and religion

Efforts to realize the nation's civilization through character
education of the nation is never separated from the educational
environment both within the family, school and community.
Teachers have a great responsibility in generating a
characteristic, cultured and moral generation [9].
Many factors can influence the formation of the character of
the learners, including (1) instinct factor, (2) custom factor, (3)
heredity, (4) environmental factor. [10][6].
IV. CONCLUSION
Based on description it can be concluded that the indicators of
characters values developed are divided into five main
characters that is divine or religious character, personal or
individual character, social character, environmental caring
character and the character of love motherland.
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